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Summary
Transport applications are a major driving force specifically for structural material development,
where weight reduction must be achieved in parallel to the fulfillment of several other
requirements such as crashworthiness etc. The planned symposium will highlight lightweight
design as common denominator of the symposium as a whole, but also define specific session
topics to provide focal points for contributions. This is deemed mandatory from past experience
to first win submissions against competing, technology-oriented symposia, then an audience.
Session topics will be
•
•
•
•

Additive Manufacturing for Transport Applications
Hybrid Engineering Materials & Structures for Multi-Material Designs
Intelligent Materials, Structures and Systems
Simulation, Modeling, Optimization and Big Data applications for Process Discovery

For all of these, specific session flyers detailing the content will be prepared and distributed.
Further topics may emerge from submissions received.
All symposium organizers have significant experience with Euromat, and all can rely on a broad
network of contacts in areas covered by the symposium, thus ensuring a significant number of
contributions. To motivate further contributors, the organizers plan to directly address EU funded
projects from the symposium’s thematic area and suggest Euromat to them as ideal platform for
publication of their results, discussion, and cross-project exchange. For this, we reserve the
possibility of creating a special session, potentially with direct EU support.
Contributors will be offered the possibility of submitting their work to a dedicated special issue
(SI) of a high-ranking scientific journal. In the past, such SIs have been realized with Adv. Eng.
Materials (Euromat 2009), Steel Res. Int. and J. of Intelligent Mat. Systems and Structures
(Euromat 2011) and Materials & Design (Euromat 2013). For Euromat 2017, an agreement with
Advanced Engineering Materials has been reached – and since many European projects are
required to publish according to an OpenAccess model, a second such special issue arrangement
has been made with Materials by MDPI (Dirk Lehmhus is member of the Editorial Board).

